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ODI RESUME
Investigation: PE 07-011

U.S. Department Date Opened: 02/28/2007 Date Closed: 08/09/2007
of Transportation Principal Investigator: Lee Strickland
National Highway Subject: Windshield Wiper Linkage Failure
Traffic Safety
Administration

Manufacturer: General Motors Corp.
Products: 2003 Saturn ION
Population: 96,312

Problem Description: Structural failure of windshield wiper linkage, fracture of pivot shaft housing.

FAILURE REPORT SUMMARY

ODI Manufacturer Total

Complaints: 5 28 33
Crashes/Fires: 0 0 0
Injury Incidents: 0 0 0
# Injuries: 0 0 0
Fatality Incidents: 0 0 0
# Fatalities:, 0 0 0
Other*: 0 1693 1693

*Description of Other: Warranty claims under basic manufacturer coverage.

Action: This Preliminary Evaluation is closed.

Engineer: LeamonH Strick(a -Ilk Date: 0810912007

Div.Chief. 'ffwmasZ-C0q-er Date: 0810912007

Office Dir.: Wothfeen C DeMeter Date: 0810912007

Summary: Investigation disclosed that the manufacturer issued a service bulletin in August 2003, regarding
service that required removal of the wiper arms. GM issued the bulletin at that time to address customer
comments on windshield wiper chattering or hopping across the windshield during wiper operation. The
correction was to replace the wiper arm and blade. However, the bulletin did not place specific emphasis
on the importance of using the proper tool and procedures to remove the wiper arm and to prevent damage
to the pivot shaft housing.

In GM's response to ODI's information request letter, GM states, "...the wiper pivot housing in the subject
vehicle may crack and/or fracture as a result of an overload condition applied to the wiper pivot housing
during improper removal of the wiper arms." GM's field survey found that "...dealers do not routinely use

the wiper arm removal tool when servicing the wiper arms."
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ODI concludes that the failure and warranty reports in this investigation do not identify a safety related
defect trend. ODI does have concern, however, that prior and improperly performed wiper arm removal

may have contributed to the failures identified during this investigation.

In August 2007, GM issued a new technical service bulletin (GM number 07-08-43-007) to specifically
emphasize the importance of using the proper tool for removal of the wiper arms to prevent pivot shaft
damage during the procedure.

This investigation is closed.


